CASE STUDY

How a High Tech Company
Uses CYR3CON to Whittle Down
20,000 CVEs to the Ones That
Really Matter

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A Fortune 150 financial services company’s products depend heavily on
opensource software, which means it’s essential they stay on top of cyber
threats with timely patching. Prior to using CYR3CON, they prioritized
remediation using only CVSS scores—acting on those that were high or
critical. But there is one big gap in CVSS scoring: it is completely blind to
attacker activity.
Attackers are clever. They know that companies patch vulnerabilities
with high CVSS scores so they target the ones with low scores. Needing
vulnerability prioritization that is more indicative of actual threats, early in
2021 they turned to CYR3CON.
CYR3CON is a SaaS platform that uses intelligence gathering and machine
learning to produce a “CyRating” which is a real-time indicator of how
active attackers are on any given CVE. They integrated the CyRating along
with the CVSS scores in one of their production environments to see if the
resulting information enabled them to better prioritize patching.

T H E R E S U LT

The result? The company found that 90% of active threats had a
low or medium CVSS rating. The implication is that just following
the CVSS score means putting effort into different vulnerabilities
than the attackers.
They used this information to completely change the priority
of patching and they able identify 100% of their products with
opensource CVEs that had active attacks.
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BACKGROUND

The company is an American Fortune 150 multinational enterprise information technology
provider. The company’s offerings include cloud services, software, IT infrastructure and
technology services.
To support the company’s portfolio of products and services requires that the cybersecurity
team be involved with application development, software builds, IT data center
applications and cloud platform containers. They offer hundreds of products, many of
which use opensource software, and consequently each represents a potential vulnerability
to cyber threats.
They protect hundreds of products that use opensource software with a centralized
Security Center of Excellence (COE) office. All opensource software used in their products
is inventoried in the software bill of materials (SBOM) tool which correlates the CVEs for
each product and it’s opensource component usage by version.
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PROBLEM

“We have hundreds of products consuming opensource
packages. There are nearly 20,000 CVEs issued by
MITRE each year, and quite simply, it is challenging to
fix them all, simply from a software release stability and
security perspective, so we have to be sure that we are
remediating the right ones to protect our customers
and still providing high quality, stable releases to our
customers. So, it’s a scale issue, and we’re stuck using
the CVSS score, which is basically just an educated
guess, as to impact and ease of exploitation.”
– Mr. Campbell, Product Security CTO

According to Mr. Campbell, “The CVSS scores
are gamed today. Attackers know the industry
patches [CVSS scores] seven and above, so now
they’re almost exclusively concentrating their
exploits on CVEs lower than seven.”

Prior to using CYR3CON, they managed
product notifications based on a CVSS analysis
looking at applicability, ease of exploit and
impact of damage. If the CVE was applicable to
the product, and the CVSS score was greater
than seven (i.e., high or critical), then the
product engineers were notified and given a
set amount of time to remediate the exploit
based on internal policies. The internal time
policies are based on static industry turnaround
patching schedule recommendations according
to the CVSS scoring: low, medium, high or
critical. While evaluating that large number
of CVEs is time consuming and costly, there’s
an even bigger problem to prioritizing
vulnerabilities this way.

It was clear that they needed a more efficient
and effective way to prioritize vulnerabilities.
One that not only incorporated all the
information inherent in the CVSS score, but
one that was also augmented by more realworld and real-time insight into actual hacker
behavior. Enter CYR3CON.
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ABOUT CYR3CON
CYR3CON is a machine learning (ML) and threat
intelligence SaaS tool designed to improve
prediction accuracy of cyber exploits. The idea
behind CYR3CON is to understand exactly
what hackers are saying, who they’re talking
to and what they’re doing, and then use that
information to prioritize vulnerability response.

CYR3CON works by collecting obscure data from a variety of sources including
surface Internet, deep web, dark web, social media, Chan sites, paste sites,
OSINT, security websites and repositories. Information includes both white hat
and black hat security postings.

CYR3CON then uses over 60 different machine learning models to process the
data and produce a CyRating. The CyRating is scaled from 1.00 to 38.46 to reflect
the relative likelihood of exploitation. A vulnerability with a CyRating of 10 is 10
times more likely to be exploited than a vulnerability with a CyRating of one.
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SOLUTION
In February 2021, they put CYR3CON into production in just two days by integrating
the CyRating with their SBOM tool using CYR3CON’s REST API. After integration,
SBOM began generating reports based on both the CVSS score and the CyRating.
SBOM then runs daily and re-scores the CVEs with latest CyRating.
The idea behind the integration is to gain more intelligence about CVE exploit
probabilities and timeliness. The extra intelligence allows them to prioritize how
proactive the patching needs to be.

THE GOAL
To give product owners remediation policy based on intelligence, not just static industry
recommendations of CVSS scores.
They have two uses case they were interested in initially: one for application
development and the other for their software build system. In implementing the
solution, they followed some very well-defined rules:
• Patch all CVSS critical ratings regardless of the CyRating
• Anything with a CyRating > 20 (i.e., attack momentum is underway) start patching
• Any CyRating that moved from < 20 to > 20 overnight got a high priority
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T H E R E S U LT S
The trial of CYR3CON ran a complex opensource cloud platform through their
Software Bill of Materials and Vulnerability Tracking Tool and correlated the CVEs
with the CyRating. Of the open-source CVEs identified, CYR3CON identified
66% with no immediate threat and 33% with active threat campaigns.

66%

33%

CVEs with no
immediate threat

CVEs with active
threat campaigns

More important was that 90% of the active threat campaign vulnerabilities
had CVSS scores less than seven. This confirmed that attackers are gaming
the CVSS incident response guidelines.

90%
Vulnerabilities with CVSS scores less than 7.

On the other hand, of the 23% that had a CVSS rating of high or critical,
only one had a max CyRating, one had a very low CyRating and the rest
were in active exploit development.
Based on the opensource cloud platform test run, the company then
repeated the process with all of the hundreds of products consuming
opensource packages tracked by the SBOM tool.
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Their Product Security CTO was especially pleased
with the added insight from CYR3CON.
This is the beauty of the CyRating. You have an independent view of the
vulnerability based on the exploit activity that CYR3CON can detect.
They let you know if there’s an actual attack being planned or an
active campaign. It really showed us how little value the CVSS ratings
are in terms of predicting what you need to patch first. This powerful
capability gives all of our products better insight into patching against
active threats to make our products more secure.”

CONCLUSION
Using CVSS scores alone to prioritize vulnerability response is in some sense, flying blind.
Augmenting the CVSS scores with the CYR3CON CyRating was crucial to their efforts to wade
through the thousands of CVEs that apply to their products and prioritize the same ones the
attackers were. The major benefit of the CyRating is that it gives visibility to low CVSS vulnerabilities.
Overall, their Product Security CTO is impressed with the CYR3CON platform and how easy it is to
use. e said about the platform, “The threat intelligence is laid out pretty easily. You’ve got when
it was first seen, last active and the CyRating. Once you learn how that works, it’s pretty simple.
And when you see those things, it’s pretty clear which CVEs you have to fix right away.”
He also said about the platform’s scalability, “We’re not sole sourced on this information, but I’m
finding it has more insight and scalability. I get greater insight and more scale out of CYR3CON
because of the scale of the intelligence gathering and the machine learning.”
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